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This provocative book makes a compelling case for a hidden â€œdeep stateâ€• that influences and

often opposes official U.S. policies. Prominent political analyst Peter Dale Scott begins by tracing

Americaâ€™s increasing militarization, restrictions on constitional rights, and income disparity since

the Vietnam War. He argues that a significant role in this historic reversal was the intervention of a

series of structural deep events, ranging from the assassination of President Kennedy to 9/11. He

does not attempt to resolve the controversies surrounding these events, but he shows their

significant points in common, ranging from overlapping personnel and modes of operation to shared

sources of funding. Behind all of these commonalities is what Scott calls the deep state: a second

order of government, behind the public or constitutional state, that has grown considerably stronger

since World War II. He marshals convincing evidence that the deep state is partly institutionalized in

non-accountable intelligence agencies like the CIA and NSA, but it also includes private

corporations like Booz Allen Hamilton and SAIC, to which 70 percent of intelligence budgets are

outsourced. Behind these public and private institutions is the traditional influence of Wall Street

bankers and lawyers, allied with international oil companies beyond the reach of domestic law. With

the importance of Gulf states like Saudi Arabia to oil markets, American defense companies, and

Wall Street itself, this essential book shows that there is now a supranational deep state, sometimes

demonstrably opposed to both White House policies and the American public interest.
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Peter Dale Scott has written many books about the Deep State at work in the U.S. government.

Scott depicts American society as structurally and inherently schizophrenic. Just as there is the

public government and the deep government, and ordinary events and deep events, there are two

dominant forces permeating United States history: One egalitarian, believing in fairness, inclusion,

and free expression, and the other militaristic and exclusionary, which is only interested in social

control.According to his thesis, there are two levels of government, one the government the public is

familiar with, with a Senate, House of Representatives, a President, which enact laws. The other

government operates on a deeper level â€” thus, the â€œDeepâ€• State â€” and consists of the

national security apparatus, armed forces, and intelligence agencies. The thesis in Scottâ€™s

present book is the glue that binds these desperate forces together â€” many times in a symbiotic

manner â€” are the monied elements in Wall Street and their interests for acquisition of global

resources (oil, etc.), often working with other major capitalistic countries such as Saudi Arabia and

Japan.Of all of Scottâ€™s books â€” any one of which are highly recommended â€” this present

release is perhaps the most coherent, cohesive analysis of the different levels of governance at

work in our society today.

The term â€œDeep Stateâ€• was coined in Turkey and is said to be a system composed of high-level

elements within the intelligence services, military, security, judiciary (mentioned in the book are

numerous parasitic, syphoning taxpayers $$ agencies like : FEMA, FISA, OEP, WHCA, ASC,

AUMF, CACI, CFR, CTC, DEA, DIA, DHS, SAIC, ISI, JSOC, SOCOM, NCA, NPD, NSC, OEP,

OPC, on top of the CIA, Pentagon and FBI of course)â€¦ the ever-expanding circle of

non-governmental insiders from banking, industry and commerce. It can be also described as a

hybrid association of elements of government and parts of top-level finance and industry that is

effectively able to govern the United States without reference to the consent of the governed as

expressed through the formal political process.I cannot imagine any better writing about last 65

years of dark machinations perpetuated by the above entities of United States. Peter Dale Scott is a

long time master analyst and thinker dedicated to this topic. He has been writing since the last 10

years about 'deep' mysterious events, like the JFK assassination, the Watergate break-in, or 9/11,

which repeatedly involve law-breaking or violence, and are embedded in fact in deep politics. These

structural deep events are large enough to affect the whole fabric of society, with â€œconsequences

that enlarge covert government, and are subsequently covered up by systematic falsifications in

media and internal government records.Other topic, among many from the book include:-Ali



Mohamed, the man detained and then released by the RCMP. In the 1980s Mohamed trained the

CIA-backed mujahedin in Afghanistan. He then trained some of those who bombed the World Trade

Center in 1993, before arranging for the 1998 bombing of the US Embassy in Kenya.
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